Introduction
Recent evolution in high-speed communication teclhnology enables the development of distributed multimedia applications combining a variety of media data, such as text, audio, graphics, images, and full-motion video. For supporting distributed multimedia applications, researchers have encountered various design problems. In particular, the smoothing of video playout has been considered crucial to prevent potential playout discontinuity. Several playout smoothing methods with various degrees of performance have been proposed. These methods fall into two main categories: buffer-oriented and bufferless. Buffer-oriented methods preserve playout continuity by buffering packets at the receiver [17, 18] 
Video Smoother
Generally, the Video Smoother dynamically adopts various playout rates according to the number of kames in the playout buffer. In this section, we first present a queueing model and analysiis. The analytic data in tum establish the paradigm on which the playout rates under various network arrivals and loads are based.
Model and Analysis
The model for the Video Smoother, as shown in Figure 1 , is compased of an arrival stream of video frames, a finite playout buffer with size N, an output stream of video frames to be playbacked, and a playout rate controller responsible for adjusting the playout rate. The playout rate is dependent on the current number of video frames in the buffer and the TH. When the number of frames in the buffer exceeds the TH, the Video Smoother employs a maximum playout rate denoted as p; otherwise, the smoother uses propartionally reduced rates to eliminate playout pauses resulting from the emptiness of the playout buffer.
It is worth noting that the determination of the TH can profoundly affect the system performance. If the TH is overestimated, the playout rate declines resulting in serious degradation of the playout performance. On the other hand, if the TH is underestimated, the probability of having an empty buffer increases resulting in playout discalntinuity. To determine an optimiil TH, we propose a queueing analysis in which the service rate is stak-dependent. In general, we fist derive the steady-state queue occupancy distribution as a function of the TH. This, in turn, ;illows us to compute the prob,ability of having an empty buffer and the mean playout rate. The optimal TH can then be selected by trading off the rise in the probability of having an empty buffer against the increase in the playout rate. In what follows, the analytic model is given in detail. Let p i j denote the transition probability of the queue occupancy altered from i toj frames, as seen by departure frames. Thus, the queue occupancies at frame departing epches form an embedded Markov chain, as shown in Figure 2 , with the state transition probability matrix ( P ) given as
To derive the steady-state buffer size distribution, one has to first determine pij, which is dependent on both the current state (9 and the frame arrival process. The arrival is modelled by the Poisson process. Let A be the mean frame arrival rate, and Bi(t) be the service-time Cummulative Distribution Function (CDF) when i customers are in the buffer. Then,
elsewhere.
Let i be the current number of frames in the buffer. Consider a smoothing strategy in which the mean service rate is set to a maximum value ( p ) when i exceeds the TH, and is set to With p i j s given in Equation (4), the stochastic equilibrium distribution for the queue occupancies, I 7 = [no,zl, -* ZNl, can be directly computed by solving the stationary equation, 17 = Z7P. In addition, the frame loss probability ( p J , given the buffer size of N , can be obtained as
Furthermore, the mean playout rate (@ can be formulated as 
Analytic Results
We have so far obtained the steady-state buffer size distribution as a function of the TH. To optimize the TH, we consider three variables: the probability of having an empty buffer (no), the frame loss probability ( p J , and the mean playout rate (B. To analyze how the TH, KO, pL, and p a r e related, we performed simulations on a system of buffer size = 100 frames, frame size = 15K bytes, network access rate = 100 Mbps (implying a slot time of 1.2 ms), and the maximal playout rate ( p ) = 1/25 frames/slot-time (corresponding to a rate of 30 frames per second).
In Figure 3 ,~ decreases with the TH, as was expected. This is because, the greater the TH is, the faster the playout rate reduces, thus the smaller the probability of having an empty buffer. We also observe that, for any given TH, n~ increases as the mean arrival rate declines. Figure 4 unsurprisingly illustrates that p L increases with the TH and Figure 5 demonstrates that the mean playout rate decreases with the TH. This is because the larger the TH, the faster the playout rate reduces. In addition, the figures also show that both the frame loss probability and the mean playout rate increase with the mean arrival rate.
On the whole, a larger TH which results in a smaller no, implies pausedless playout; whereas a smaller TH implies better playout quality. In what follows, we present a paradigm of the determination of approprite THs under various arrivals. We now formally present the playout smoothing algorithm while (a frame to be playbacked) do if (the number of frames in the buffer 2 TH) playout-rate = maximum-playout-rate; else playout-rate = Dynamic-reduced-rate (TH, i) ; where the dynamic reduced rate can be selected according to Equations (3).
Formal Description of Algorithm
[End of Algorithm]
Prototyping System and Results
The prototyping system (see Figure 6 ) was developed in Intel 80486 personal computers under the MS-Windows environment. The prototyping system is composed of a teleconferencing multimedia application using Intel Smart Video Recorder, WinKing [ll] and an Ethernet network. The WinKing package is an implementation of TCP/IP including the AF'I, called Winsock, developed by Institute for Information Industry (Ill), Taiwan. In particular, the Video Smoother was implemented as a part of WinKing. The simulated frame arrivals are assumed to follow the Poisson process with 1=0.875p. According to the constructed paradigm shown above, we employed an optimal TH of 7 for the Video Smoothers to achieve the playout quality of 7t0clO-~, pL<104, and B>0.93p.
A motion picture (see Figure 7 ) was adopted to demonstrate the viability of the Video Smoother. In the experiment, the film was captured every 96 ms wit!! and without the Video Smoother. 
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Conclusions
The paper proposed a dynamic video playout smoothing method, called the Video Smoother, to prevent potential playout discontinuity. In contrast with existing methods, the Video Smoother dynamically adopts various playout rates according to a threshold (TH) the current number of frames in the playout buffer. To precisely determine THs under various traffic conditions, we established an analytic model assuming the Poisson arrival. Based on the analytic results, we then proposed a paradigm of determining THs and playout rates achieving different playout qualities under various loads of networks. To demonstrate the viability of the Video Smoother, we developed a pirototyping system, including a multimedia teleconferencing application and the Video Smoother as a part of TCP/IP, on an Ethernet network.
The prototyping results showed that the Smoother achieves smooth playout at the expense of only unnoticeable delays.
